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QUESTION 1

Which statement is true about a hierarchical relationship as it pertains to user records? 

A. It uses a junction object and lookup relationships to allow many user records to be related to many other user
records 

B. It uses a junction object and master-detail relationship to allow many user records to be related to many other user
records 

C. It uses a master-detail relationship to allow one user record to be related to another user record 

D. It uses a special lookup relationship to allow one user record to be related to another user record 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Which actions can a developer perform using the Schema Builder?Choose 2 answers 

A. Create a custom field and automatically add it to an existing page layout. 

B. Create a view containing only standard and system objects. 

C. Create a custom object and define a lookup relationship on that object 

D. Create a view of objects and relationships without fields 

Correct Answer: BC 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer needs to create a baseline set of data (Accounts, Contacts, Products, Assets) for an entire suite of tests
allowing them to test independent requirements various types of Salesforce Cases. 

Which approach can efficiently generate the required data for each unit test? 

A. Add @IsTest(seeAllData=true) at the start of the unit test class 

B. Create test data before test.startTest() in the test unit. 

C. Use @TestSetup with a void method 

D. Create a mock using Stub API 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 4

Which type of code represents the model in the MVC architecture on the force.com platform? 

A. A controller extension method that saves a list of account records 

B. A list of account records returned from a controller extension method 

C. Custom javascript that processes a list of accountrecords 

D. A controller extension method that uses soql to query for a list of account records 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 5

A Salesforce Administrator used Flow Builder to create a flow named `\\'accountOnboarding\\'\\'. The flow must be used
inside an Aura component. 

Which tag should a developer use to display the flow in the component? 

A. Lightning-flow 

B. Aura:flow 

C. Lightning:flow 

D. Aura:flow 

Correct Answer: C 
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